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The Mirror and the Light

Hilary Mantel

9780007480999

£25.00

Bring Up the Bodies

Hilary Mantel

9780008366766

£20.00

Wolf Hall

Hilary Mantel

9780008366759

£20.00

The Wolf Hall Trilogy

March 05, 2020 | Hardback



If I Never Met You

Mhairi McFarlane

9780008169480

March 05, 2020

B-format paperback

Adult & Contemporary 

Romance

£8.99

If faking love is this easy… how do you know when it’s real?

The brand new novel from Sunday Times bestselling author Mhairi McFarlane

Laurie and Jamie have the perfect office romance

(They set the rules via email)

Everyone can see they’re head over heels

(They staged the photos)

This must be true love

(They’re faking it)

When Laurie is dumped by her partner of eighteen years, she’s blindsided. Not only does she feel 

humiliated, they still have to work together.

So when she gets stuck in the lift with handsome colleague Jamie, they hatch a plan to stage the 

perfect romance. Revenge will be sweet…

But this fauxmance is about to get complicated…You can’t get your heart broken in a fake relationship 

– can you?

Poirot – The 

Mysterious Affair at 

Styles

Agatha Christie

9780008400637

March 05, 2020

B-format paperback

Classic Crime

£8.99

Marking exactly 100 years since the publication of Agatha Christie’s first novel, this new edition 

includes a previously deleted chapter and a newly discovered essay, ‘Drugs and Detective Stories’, in 

which Agatha Christie reminisces about the inspiration for Poirot’s first case.

‘Beware! Peril to the detective who says: “It is so small – it does not matter…” Everything matters.’

After the Great War, life can never be the same again. Wounds need healing, and the horror of violent 

death banished into memory.

Captain Arthur Hastings is invited to the rolling country estate of Styles to recuperate from injuries 

sustained at the Front. It is the last place he expects to encounter murder. Fortunately he knows a 

former detective, a Belgian refugee, who has grown bored of retirement…



This Lovely City

Louise Hare

9780008332570

March 12, 2020

Hardback

Historical Fiction

£12.99

Indie Book of the Month for March, selected by the Booksellers Association

One of OBSERVER’S 10 best debut novelists of 2020

WOMAN & HOME Best of 2020

GOOD HOUSEKEEPING Best of 2020

EVENING STANDARD Best books of 2020

MAIL ON SUNDAY 2020 Highlights

**********************************************

The drinks are flowing.

The music is playing.

But the party can’t last.

With the Blitz over and London reeling from war, jazz musician Lawrie Matthews has answered 

England’s call for help. Fresh off the Empire Windrush, he’s taken a tiny room in south London 

lodgings, and has fallen in love with the girl next door.

Touring Soho’s music halls by night, pacing the streets as a postman by day, Lawrie has poured his 

heart into his new home – and it’s alive with possibility. Until, one morning, he makes a terrible 

discovery.

As the local community rallies, fingers of blame are pointed at those who had recently been welcomed 

with open arms. And, before long, the newest arrivals become the prime suspects in a tragedy which 

threatens to tear the city apart.

Atmospheric, poignant and compelling, Louise Hare’s debut shows that new arrivals have always been 

the prime suspects. But, also, that there is always hope.

Agatha Christie’s 

Complete Secret 

Notebooks
John Curran, Agatha 

Christie, David Suchet

9780008129637

March 19, 2020

Paperback / softback

Diaries, Letters & Journals
£14.99

When Agatha Christie died in 1976, aged 85, she had become the world's most popular author. With 

sales of more than two billion copies worldwide in more than 100 countries, she had achieved the 

impossible – more than one book every year since the 1920s, every one a bestseller.

So prolific was Agatha Christie's output – 66 crime novels, 20 plays, 6 romance books under a 

pseudonym and over 150 short stories – it was often claimed that she had a photographic memory. 

Was this true? Or did she resort over those 55 years to more mundane methods of working out her 

ingenious crimes?

Following the death of Agatha's daughter, Rosalind, at the end of 2004, a remarkable secret was 

revealed. Unearthed among her affairs at the family home of Greenway were Agatha Christie's private 

notebooks, 73 handwritten volumes of notes, lists and drafts outlining all her plans for her many books, 

plays and stories. Buried in this treasure trove, all in her unmistakable handwriting, are revelations and 

details that will fascinate anyone who has ever read or watched an Agatha Christie story.

Christie archivist and expert John Curran leads the reader through the six decades of Agatha Christie's 

writing career, unearthing some remarkable clues to her success and a number of never-before-

published excerpts and stories from her archives. This book features Agatha's original ending of her 

very first book, The Mysterious Affair at Styles, painstakingly transcribed from her notebooks. It also 

includes a number of short stories from the archives reproduced in full, including the unpublished The 

Man Who Knew, How I Created Hercule Poirot, and an early draft for a Miss Marple story, The Case of 

the Caretaker's Wife.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



Colter Shaw Thriller (1) 

– The Never Game

Jeffery Deaver

9780008303761

March 19, 2020

B-format paperback

Crime & Mystery

£7.99

Escape or die trying…

No.1 international bestseller Jeffery Deaver returns with a stunning new thriller – the first in an exciting 

series featuring enigmatic investigator Colter Shaw.

‘Masterful storytelling — The Never Game is Deaver’s most riveting, most twisty, most unputdownable 

novel yet’ Karin Slaughter

Three people are kidnapped across California.

Sophie is locked inside a derelict warehouse.

Henry is abandoned in remote woodland.

Elizabeth is trapped inside a sinking ship.

They are alive, but don’t have much time to live…

Only one man can save them: unique investigator Colter Shaw. He’s an expert tracker with a forensic 

mind, but this will be a test even for him.

Because this killer isn’t following the rules; he’s changing them. One murder at a time…

My Dark Vanessa

Kate Elizabeth Russell

9780008342241

March 31, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

An instant New York Times bestseller

'A package of dynamite' Stephen King

A Stylist Best Book of 2020

An era-defining novel about the relationship between a fifteen-year-old girl and her teacher

ALL HE DID WAS FALL IN LOVE WITH ME AND THE WORLD TURNED HIM INTO A MONSTER

Vanessa Wye was fifteen years old when she first had sex with her English teacher.

She is now thirty-two and in the storm of allegations against powerful men in 2017, the teacher, Jacob 

Strane, has just been accused of sexual abuse by another former student.

Vanessa is horrified by this news, because she is quite certain that the relationship she had with Strane 

wasn't abuse. It was love. She's sure of that.

Forced to rethink her past, to revisit everything that happened, Vanessa has to redefine the great love 

story of her life – her great sexual awakening – as rape. Now she must deal with the possibility that she 

might be a victim, and just one of many.

Nuanced, uncomfortable, bold and powerful, My Dark Vanessa goes straight to the heart of some of the 

most complex issues of our age.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



Footprints

David Farrier

9780008286347

March 05, 2020

Hardback

Rocks, Minerals & Fossils

£16.99

A profound meditation on climate change and the Anthropocene and an urgent search for the fossils—

industrial, chemical, geological—that humans are leaving behind

What will the world look like ten thousand or ten million years from now?

In Footprints, David Farrier explores what traces we will leave for the very deep future. From long-lived 

materials like plastic and nuclear waste, to the 50 million kilometres of roads spanning the planet, in 

modern times we have created numerous objects and landscapes with the potential to endure through 

deep time. Our carbon could linger in the atmosphere for 100,000 years, and the remains of our cities 

will still exist millions of years from now as a layer in the rock. These future fossils have the potential to 

tell remarkable stories about how we lived in the twenty-first century.

Through literature, art, and science, Footprints invites us to think about how we will be remembered in 

the myths, stories, and languages of our distant descendants. Travelling from the Baltic Sea to the 

Great Barrier Reef, and from an ice core laboratory in Tasmania to Shanghai, one of the world’s biggest 

cities, David Farrier tells a story of a world that is changing rapidly, and with long-term 

consequences. Footprints will not only alter how you think about the future, it will change how you see 

the world today.

Our Bodies, Their 

Battlefield

Christina Lamb

9780008300005

March 05, 2020

Hardback

Social & Cultural History

£20.00

>‘A wake-up call … These women’s stories will make you weep, and then rage at the world's 

indifference.’ Amal Clooney

From award-winning war reporter and co-author of I Am Malala, this is the first major account to 

address the scale of rape and sexual violence in modern conflict.

Christina Lamb has worked in war and combat zones for over thirty years. In Our Bodies, Their 

Battlefield she gives voice to the women of conflicts, exposing how in today’s warfare, rape is used by 

armies, terrorists and militias as a weapon to humiliate, oppress and carry out ethnic cleansing.

Speaking to survivors first-hand, Lamb encounters the suffering and bravery of women in war and 

meets those fighting for justice. From Southeast Asia where ‘comfort women’ were enslaved by the 

Japanese during World War Two to the Rwandan genocide, when an estimated quarter of a million 

women were raped, to the Yazidi women and children of today who witnessed the mass murder of their 

families before being enslaved by ISIS. Along the way Lamb uncovers incredible stories of heroism and 

resistance, including the Bosnian women who have hunted down more than a hundred war criminals, 

the Aleppo beekeeper rescuing Yazidis and the Congolese doctor who has risked his life to treat more 

rape victims than anyone else on earth.

Rape may be as old as war but it is a preventable crime. Bearing witness does not guarantee it won’t 

happen again, but it can take away any excuse that the world simply didn’t know.



Max the Miracle Dog

Kerry Irving

9780008353490

March 05, 2020

Hardback

True Stories Of Heroism, 

Endurance & Survival

£12.99

The Sunday Times bestseller

’Are you ready, Max? If anyone’s going to help me do this, it’s you.’

The heart-warming tale of a life-saving friendship.

In 2006, a traumatic car accident changed Kerry Irving’s life forever.

Suffering from severe neck and back injuries, Kerry was unemployed and housebound, struggling with 

depression and even thoughts of suicide. He went from cycling over 600 miles a month to becoming a 

prisoner in his own home.

With hope all but lost, Kerry’s wife encouraged him to go on a short walk to the local shop. In the face of 

unbearable pain and overwhelming panic, he persevered and along the way, met an adorable yard dog 

named Max. As the Spaniel peered up through the railings, Kerry found comfort and encouragement in 

his soulful brown eyes. This chance encounter marked a turning point in both their lives.

In Max, Kerry found comfort and motivation and in Kerry, Max found someone to care for him. This is 

their remarkable, inspiring story.

The Batch Lady

Suzanne Mulholland

9780008373221

March 05, 2020

Hardback

Budget Cookery

£20.00

’Cookery’s answer to Mrs Hinch’ Hello! Magazine

The Sunday Times Top 10 Best Seller

The revolutionary Batch Method brings the gift of time to even the busiest lives, with over 80 simple, 

freezable store cupboard recipes.

The Batch Lady has been transforming how thousands of people cook and eat through her 

revolutionary online channel. Now she’s going to share her secrets with you.

With over 80 delicious, home-cooked recipes that are quick to make, create and store, Suzanne's 

brilliant recipe combinations and time-saving tips will transform your kitchen, and will buy you back 

extra hours in your week.

This is the only guide you will ever need to save you money, time, and headspace, and change your life 

for good.



Virusphere

Frank Ryan

9780008296704

March 19, 2020

B-format paperback

Virology (non-medical)

£9.99

A virologist’s insight into how viruses evolve and why global epidemics are inevitable

In 1993 a previously healthy young man was drowning in the middle of a desert, in fluids produced by 

his own lungs. This was the beginning of the terrifying Sin Nombre hantavirus epidemic and the start of 

a scientific journey that would forever change our understanding of what it means to be human.

After witnessing the Sin Nombre outbreak, Dr Frank Ryan began researching viral evolution and was 

astonished to discover that it’s inextricable from the evolution of all life on Earth. From AIDS and Ebola 

to the common cold, Ryan explores the role of the virus within every ecosystem on the planet. His 

gripping conclusions shed new light on the natural world, proving that what doesn’t kill you really does 

make you (and your species) stronger.

Immunity

Dr Jenna Macciochi

9780008370268

March 19, 2020

Trade paperback (UK)

Popular Medicine & Health

£14.99

Start strengthening your immunity for good.

In this ground-breaking book, expert immunologist Dr Jenna Macciochi unravels the new science 

around immunity.

Immunity decodes exactly what it takes to be well in the modern day and reveals tips and tricks you can 

start putting into practice immediately, including chapters on:

· Immunity-nourishing nutrition and the best foods to eat

· The importance of movement and how often to exercise

· How immunity and sleep are deeply linked

· Why mental health matters when it comes to your immunity

Offering simple, clear and expert advice, debunking popular myths along the way, this fascinating book 

explores the secrets of people who never seem to get ill, how to protect yourself against viruses and 

why some germs are actually good for us.

Learn how to cultivate your long term health today.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



You’re Mum

Liz Climo

9780008402044

March 19, 2020

Hardback

Cartoons & Comic Strips

£9.99

From bestselling author Liz Climo comes You’re Mum, a hilarious and relatable ode to motherhood.

Mums: they are there for us through the good, the bad, the scary, the sticky and everything in between. 

They also read us a lot of picture books along the way, and now there’s a picture book just for them.

With more than a hundred original drawings, You’re Mum is a book for the new mum, the seasoned 

mum, anyone in a mum-like role, and anyone who has ever loved a mum. It’s a short and sweet thank-

you to those taking on the challenging role of parenting – which means you can read it and then 

hopefully get some sleep!

hitRECord

9780062896490

March 19, 2020

Hardback

£20.00

The Art of Breaking Up

HITRECORD is an online creative platform for collaborative art and media projects founded and 

directed by Joseph Gordon-Levitt. To create The Art of Breaking Up, an interactive exploration of 

modern love for anyone who’s been unceremoniously kicked to curb or done the kicking, 

HITRECORD put out a call to its global community of 650,000 active artists.

That’s more than 650,000 people responding to the call, people who know the soul-crushing pain of a 

broken heart. But instead of wallowing forever in vats of cookie dough, they’ve channeled all that 

misery into an insightful, funny, and smart compendium of musings, photography, drawings, collages, 

puzzles, recipes, games, and more.

Because, as the saying goes, there are two sides to every break-up, this book will feature an A-side 

and a B-Side, a double-sided, flippable structure. One side eases the tortured consciences of the 

heartbreaker. Flip the book, and the other side considers the plight of the broken-hearted. Where the 

two sections meet in the middle there will be a compelling, heart-wrenching moment where the 

heartbreaker and heartbroken connect again, but more on that later.

The A and B sides are organized categorically by chapters in a chronology that corresponds to the 

emotional trajectory of the heartbreaker and heartbroken. These include: Early Warning Signs, Exit 

Strategy, The Break Up, Acceptance, Depression, Bargaining, Anger, and Denial. Each section 

features plenty of art, stories, comics, and other amusements, such as a Post-Break-Up Relationship 

Survey, Sad Libs, Candy Hearts for Assholes, How to Design Your Ex’s Next Boyfriend/Girlfriend, 

and The Free Bird Word Search Game.

With its universal, all-inclusive approach to the subject, The Art of Breaking Up is a rich salve for all 

as much as it is an acute observation of love and heartbreak in modern times.



Bloom

Nicola Skinner, Flavia 

Sorrentino

9780008297404

March 05, 2020

B-format paperback

Fantasy & Magical Realism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£6.99

A beautifully written, incredibly original and wickedly funny novel for readers of 10 and older – BLOOM 

is for everyone who has ever felt like they didn’t fit in, and for anyone who has ever wanted a little more 

colour and wildness in their lives…

"A riotous, original and timely reminder that sometimes rules are made to be broken." – The Guardian’s 

Books of the Year 2019

Sorrel Fallowfield is growing up – in a REALLY surprising way…

Sorrel Fallowfield is so good at being good that teachers come to her when they need help 

remembering the school rules – and there are LOTS.

Luckily, Sorrel doesn’t have any trouble following them, until the day she discovers a faded packet of 

Surprising Seeds buried under a tree in her backyard.

Now she’s hearing voices, seeing things, experiencing an almost unstoppable urge to plant the Seeds 

in some very unusual places… and completely failing to win her school’s competition to find The Most 

Obedient Child of the School.

And all that’s before flowers start growing out of her head…

Starfell (1) – Starfell: 

Willow Moss and the 

Lost Day
Dominique Valente, Sarah 

Warburton

9780008308407

March 05, 2020

B-format paperback

Fantasy & Magical Realism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£7.99

The first book in the most spellbinding children’s fantasy series of the year, now in paperback, with 

beautiful black-and-white inside illustrations by Sarah Warburton. Perfect for fans of Cressida Cowell 

and Nevermoor.

Willow Moss, the youngest and least powerful sister in a family of witches, has a magical ability for 

finding lost things – like keys, or socks, or spectacles. Useful, but not exactly exciting…

Then the most powerful witch in the world of Starfell turns up at Willow’s door and asks for her help. A 

whole day – last Tuesday to be precise – has gone missing. Completely. And without it the whole 

universe could unravel.

Now Willow holds the fate of Starfell in her rather unremarkable hands… Can she save the day – by 

finding the lost one?

Step into Starfell, a world crackling with warmth, wit and magic, perfect for readers aged 8–12. 

Book 2 coming in April 2020!



Here We Are

Oliver Jeffers

9780008354749

March 05, 2020

Mixed media product

Personal & Social Issues: 

Racism & Multiculturalism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£9.99

#1 New York Times Bestseller and #1 TIME Best Book of the Year for 2017. Audio Production Awards, 

Audio Performer of the Year – Gold Winner, 2018

This book and CD edition of the exquisite and thought-provoking Here We Are comes with heartfelt, 

award-winning audio, read by the internationally best-selling creator himself, Oliver Jeffers!

Well, hello.

And welcome to this Planet.

We call it Earth.

Our world can be a bewildering place, especially if you’ve only just got here. Your head will be filled with 

questions, so let’s explore what makes our planet and how we live on it. From land and sky, to people 

and time, these notes can be your guide and start you on your journey. And you’ll figure lots of things 

out for yourself. Just remember to leave notes for everyone else… Some things about our planet are 

pretty complicated, but things can be simple, too: you’ve just got to be kind.

Here We Are is the utterly heartfelt new book from Oliver Jeffers. We’re glad you found it.

“An optimistic snapshot of contemporary life, this heartfelt hug of a book ought to become a classic” 

The Guardian

A Percy the Park 

Keeper Story – One 

Springy Day
Nick Butterworth

9780008279899

March 19, 2020

Paperback / softback

Early Learning: Time & 

Seasons

£6.99

A hilarious new story in the 9-million-copy best-selling series from highly regarded author Nick 

Butterworth!

The Fox is playing hide-and-seek with Percy and the animals of the park. He’s got a great hiding place 

in Percy’s workshop but hasn’t noticed that there is a pot of strong glue dangerously close by and soon 

finds himself in an embarrassingly sticky situation! What can Percy do to help?

Includes a surprise fold-out page!



Ultimate Explorer Field 

Guides – British Trees

National Geographic Kids

9780008374549

March 19, 2020

Paperback / softback

Interactive & Activity Books 

& Packs

£6.99

This fun, photo-filled, fact-packed guide will get kids outdoors to discover the different types of trees 

around them.

From the hearty monkey-puzzle to the noble fir, the Norway spruce to the Scots pine, kids will learn all 

about different kinds of trees and how to spot them with this spectacular field guide. With tons of info, 

it’s the perfect companion for the garden, day trips, camping or holidays. Durable and portable, it’s just 

right to fit into a pocket or backpack.

Ultimate Explorer Field 

Guides – British Wild 

Flowers
National Geographic Kids

9780008374532

March 19, 2020

Paperback / softback

Interactive & Activity Books 

& Packs

£6.99

This fun, photo-filled, fact-packed wild flower guide will encourage kids to get outdoors and discover the 

different types of flowers around them.

From honeysuckles and snowdrops, to mugworts and creeping thistles, kids will learn all about different 

kinds of wild flowers, where to look for them, and how to spot them in this wonderful wild flower guide. 

With tons of info, it’s the perfect companion for the garden, day trips, camping or holidays. Durable and 

portable, it’s just right to fit into a pocket or backpack.



April



Strangers

C.L. Taylor

9780008222468

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£12.99

The Sunday Times bestseller and Richard & Judy Book Club author of Sleep returns with her most 

gripping book yet.

‘I was glued from start to finish!’ Shari Lapena

Ursula, Gareth and Alice have never met before.

Ursula thinks she killed the love of her life.

Gareth’s been receiving strange postcards.

And Alice is being stalked.

None of them are used to relying on others – but when the three strangers’ lives unexpectedly collide, 

there’s only one thing for it: they have to stick together. Otherwise, one of them will die.

Three strangers, two secrets, one terrifying evening.

The million-copy bestseller returns with a gripping new novel that will keep you guessing until the end.

James Marwood & Cat 

Lovett (4) – The Last 

Protector
Andrew Taylor

9780008325510

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£14.99

From the No.1 Sunday Times bestselling author of The Ashes of London comes the next book in the 

phenomenally successful series following James Marwood and Cat Lovett. 

A dangerous secret lies beneath Whitehall Palace…

Brother against brother. Father against son. Friends turned into enemies. No one in England wants a 

return to the bloody days of the Civil War. But Oliver Cromwell’s son, Richard, has abandoned his exile 

and slipped back into England. The consequences could be catastrophic.

James Marwood, a traitor’s son turned government agent, is tasked with uncovering Cromwell’s 

motives. But his assignment is complicated by his friend – the regicide’s daughter, Cat Lovett – who 

knew the Cromwells as a child, and who now seems to be hiding a secret of her own about the family.

Both Marwood and Cat know they are putting themselves in great danger. And when they find 

themselves on a top secret mission in the Palace of Whitehall, they realize they are risking their 

lives…and could even be sent to the block for treason.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



The Fallout

Rebecca Thornton

9780008373122

April 02, 2020

B-format paperback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£7.99

The accident.

The lie.

The fallout will be huge . . .

When Liza’s little boy has an accident at the local health club, it’s all anyone can talk about.

Was nobody watching him?

Where was his mother?

Who’s to blame?

The rumours, the finger-pointing, the whispers – they’re everywhere. And Liza’s best friend, Sarah, 

desperately needs it to stop.

Because Sarah was there when it happened. It was all her fault. And if she’s caught out on the lie, 

everything will fall apart . . .

Conjure Women

Afia Atakora

9780008293918

April 16, 2020

Hardback

Historical Fiction

£14.99

A Stylist Best Book of 2020

You’re free to decide your future. But how do you escape the ghosts of the past?

A stunning debut novel with echoes of Yaa Gyasi’s Homegoing and Sara Collins’ The Confessions of 

Frannie Langton

The pale-skinned, black-eyed baby is a bad omen. That’s one thing the people on the old plantation are 

sure of. The other is that Miss Rue – midwife, healer, crafter of curses – will know what to do.

But for once Rue doesn’t know. Times have changed since her mother Miss May Belle held the power 

to influence the life and death of her fellow slaves. Freedom has come. The master’s Big House lies in 

ruins. But this new world brings new dangers, and Rue’s old magic may be no match for them.

When sickness sweeps across her tight-knit community, Rue finds herself the focus of suspicion. What 

secrets does she keep amidst the charred remains of the Big House? Which spells has she conjured to 

threaten their children? And why is she so wary of the charismatic preacher man who promises to save 

them all?

Rue understands fear. It has shaped her life and her mother’s before her. And now she knows she 

must face her fears – and her ghosts – to find a new way forward for herself and her people.

Conjure Women is a story of the lengths we’ll go to save the ones we love, from a stunning new voice 

in fiction.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available
NetGalley 

Proofs 
Available



9780008376055

The Lord of the Rings 

(1) – The Fellowship 

of the Ring

9780008376062

The Lord of the Rings 

(2) – The Two Towers

9780008376079

The Lord of the Rings 

(3) – The Return of 

the King

9780008376086

April 16, 2020

Paperback

Fantasy £8.99

The Hobbit: The 

Prelude to The Lord 

of the Rings

April 16, 2020

Paperback

Fantasy £8.99

April 16, 2020

Paperback

Fantasy £8.99

April 16, 2020

Paperback

Fantasy £7.99



Book of the Ice (1) –

The Girl and the Stars

Mark Lawrence

9780008284756

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Fantasy

£14.99

From the critically-acclaimed author of PRINCE OF THORNS and RED SISTER comes a chilling new 

epic fantasy series.

'If you like dark you will love Mark Lawrence. And when the light breaks through and it all makes sense, 

the contrast is gorgeous' ROBIN HOBB

Only when it's darkest can you see the stars.

East of the Black Rock, out on the ice, lies a hole down which broken children are thrown

On the vastness of the ice there is no room for individuals. No one survives alone.

To resist the cold, to endure the months of night when even the air itself begins to freeze, requires a 

special breed. Variation is dangerous, difference is fatal. And Yaz is different.

Torn from her family, from the boy she thought she would spend her life with, Yaz has to carve a new 

path for herself in a world whose existence she never suspected. A world full of danger.

Beneath the ice, Yaz will learn that Abeth is older and stranger than she had ever imagined.

She will learn that her weaknesses are another kind of strength. And she will learn to challenge the 

cruel arithmetic of survival that has always governed her people.

Only when it's darkest can you see the stars.

Q

Christina Dalcher

9780008303341

April 30, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£12.99

IN THIS WORLD, PERFECTION IS EVERYTHING

‘Terrifyingly plausible’ Louise Candlish

‘Devastating and brilliant’ Woman & Home

‘Thought-provoking’ Alice Feeney

‘Shocking . . . A powerful tale’ Cosmopolitan

’Timely’ Kia Abdullah

Elena Fairchild is a teacher at one of the state’s new elite schools. Her daughters are exactly like her: 

beautiful, ambitious, and perfect. A good thing, since the recent mandate that’s swept the country is all 

about perfection.

Now everyone must undergo routine tests for their quotient, Q, and any children who don’t measure up 

are placed into new government schools. Instead, teachers can focus on the gifted.

Elena tells herself it’s not about eugenics, not really, but when one of her daughters scores lower than 

expected and is taken away, she intentionally fails her own test to go with her.

But what Elena discovers is far more terrifying than she ever imagined…

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



Extraordinary Insects

Anne Sverdrup-Thygeson

9780008316372

April 02, 2020

B-format paperback

Wildlife: Butterflies, Other 

Insects & Spiders

£9.99

*The Sunday Times Bestseller*

A Sunday Times Nature Book of the Year 2019

‘Extraordinary Insects is a joy’ The Times

A journey into the weird, wonderful and truly astonishing lives of the small but mighty creatures we can’t 

live without.

Insects influence our ecosystem like a ripple effect on water. They arrived when life first moved to dry 

land, they preceded – and survived – the dinosaurs, they outnumber the grains of sand on all the 

world’s beaches, and they will be here long after us.

Working quietly but tirelessly, they give us food, uphold our ecosystems, can heal our wounds and 

even digest plastic. They could also provide us with new solutions to the antibiotics crisis, assist in 

disaster zones and inspire airforce engineers with their flying techniques.

But their private lives are also full of fun, intrigue and wonder. Here, we will discover life and death, 

drama and dreams, all on a millimetric scale. Like it or not, Earth is the planet of insects, and this is their 

extraordinary story.

The Ice Kitchen

Shivi Ramoutar

9780008385118

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Preserving & Freezing

£16.99

‘A well-thought out concept with invaluable tips for making the most of your time and ingredients.’ 

Rukmini Iyer

Step into the clever world of The Ice Kitchen – maximise convenience, cut down on waste and save 

money and time without sacrificing flavour. The recipes are designed so that half can be eaten at once 

and the rest stored away in the freezer and recooked straight from frozen. Unlock your freezer’s 

potential with freezer filing, ice cube butters, salvation sauces, and Shivi’s magic no-cook Ice Kitchen 

Jam.



Elephants

Hannah Mumby

9780008331672

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Animal Behaviour

£20.00

Elephants are as unique as people. They can be clever and curious or headstrong and impulsive, shy 

or sociable. Learn to know them as individuals as well as a species in this evocative account of years 

spent studying elephant behaviour in the wild.

Watching a family out for a swim on a hot day, Dr Hannah Mumby notes grandmothers, mothers, 

sisters and children exchanging noisy greetings, a consistent stream of close-range vocalisations, 

intermittent touching, co-operative herding of babies and frequent stopping for snacks. A close and 

interconnected family. But in this family, the adults weigh several tons each and the babies wave trunks 

playfully at one another. This is a herd of elephants.

That elephants are intelligent, sentient beings is common knowledge, but so much about their day-to-

day lives and abilities remains unknown. How do they communicate with one another over seemingly 

impossible distances? How do males spend their lives once they have left their mothers’ herds? And 

how much do they really remember?

In this lyrically written and deeply personal account of several years of field research, Mumby reverently 

describes her own elephant encounters, alongside an exploration of the most up-to-date discoveries 

about the lives of these gentle giants. Learn how elephants live, travel, have sex, raise children and 

relate to one another, and reflect on how they think and feel. Understanding elephants as individuals 

closes the gap between human and animal and has powerful applications in the critical field of elephant 

conservation.

One Two Three Four: 

The Beatles in Time

Craig Brown

9780008340001

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Biography: Arts & 

Entertainment

£20.00

From the award-winning author of Ma’am Darling: 99 Glimpses of Princess Margaret comes a 

fascinating, hilarious, kaleidoscopic biography of the Fab Four.

John Updike compared them to ‘the sun coming out on an Easter morning’. Bob Dylan introduced them 

to drugs. The Duchess of Windsor adored them. Noel Coward despised them. JRR Tolkien snubbed 

them. The Rolling Stones copied them. Loenard Bernstein admired them. Muhammad Ali called them 

‘little sissies’. Successive Prime Ministers sucked up to them. No one has remained unaffected by the 

music of The Beatles. As Queen Elizabeth II observed on her golden wedding anniversary, ‘Think what 

we would have missed if we had never heard The Beatles.’

One Two Three Four traces the chance fusion of the four key elements that made up The Beatles: fire 

(John), water (Paul), air (George) and earth (Ringo). It also tells the bizarre and often unfortunate tales 

of the disparate and colourful people within their orbit, among them Fred Lennon, Yoko Ono, the 

Maharishi, Aunt Mimi, Helen Shapiro, the con artist Magic Alex, Phil Spector, their psychedelic dentist 

John Riley and their failed nemesis, Det Sgt Norman Pilcher.

From the bestselling author of Ma’am Darling comes a kaleidoscopic mixture of history, etymology, 

diaries, autobiography, fan letters, essays, parallel lives, party lists, charts, interviews, announcements 

and stories. One Two Three Four joyfully echoes the frenetic hurly-burly of an era.



Raven Smith’s Trivial 

Pursuits

Raven Smith

9780008339951

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Society & Culture: General

£10.99

’Instagram’s answer to David Sedaris.’ ST STYLE MAGAZINE

’Irresistibly readable’ DOLLY ALDERTON

’You’ll laugh. You’ll cry.’ LENA DUNHAM

A hilarious, smart and incredibly singular debut from Raven Smith, whose exploration of the minutiae of 

everyday modern life and culture is totally unique and painfully relatable.

Is being tall a social currency? Am I the contents of my fridge? Does yoga matter if you’re not filthy 

rich? Is a bagel four slices of bread? Are three cigarettes a meal?

From IKEA meatballs to minibreaks, join Raven Smith as he reflects on the importance we place in the 

least important things and our frivolous attempts to accomplish and attain. He also tackles his single-

parent upbringing, his struggles as a lonely teenager and his personal experience of coming out.

Packed with brilliant humour, great tenderness and lingering pathos, Raven Smith’s Trivial Pursuits is a 

book for anyone who has ever asked ‘when I get to the pearly gates of heaven, will a viral tweet count 

for or against my entry?’

Crucible of Hell

Saul David

9780008342487

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Second World War

£25.00

‘Excellent’ Antony Beevor

From award-winning historian Saul David, an action-packed and powerful new narrative of the Battle of 

Okinawa – the last great clash of the Second World War, and one that had profound consequences for 

the modern world.

For eighty-three blood-soaked days, the fighting on the island of Okinawa plumbed depths of savagery 

as bad as anything seen on the Eastern Front. When it was over, almost a quarter of a million people 

had lost their lives, making it by far the bloodiest US battle of the Pacific. In Okinawa, the death toll 

included thousands of civilians lost to mass suicide, convinced by Japanese propaganda that they 

would otherwise be raped and murdered by the enemy. On the US side, David argues that the horror of 

the battle ultimately determined President Truman’s choice to use atomic bombs in August 1945.

It is a brutal, heart-rending story, and one David tells with masterly attention to detail: the cramped 

cockpit of a kamikaze plane, the claustrophobic gun turret of a warship under attack, and a half-

submerged foxhole amidst the squalor and battle detritus. The narrative follows generals, presidents 

and emperors, as well as the humbler experiences of ordinary servicemen and families on both sides, 

and the Okinawan civilians who were caught so tragically between the warring parties.

Using graphic eyewitness accounts and declassified documents from archives in three continents, Saul 

David illuminates a shocking chapter of history that is too often missing from Western-centric narratives 

of the Second World War.



I Want You to Know 

We’re Still Here

Esther Safran Foer

9780008297626

April 16, 2020

Hardback

Memoirs

£16.99

A BBC RADIO 4 BOOK OF THE WEEK 

‘Esther Safran Foer has written of her family in a way that is both uniquely and heartbreakingly her story 

and a deeply important testament for Ashkenazi Jews. Her memories are our important history.’ Robert 

Peston, ITV Political Editor

A moving and powerful inter-generational memoir about story and memory.

Mine is a family of readers and writers. Our house is filled with books. There are contemporary design 

books on the coffee table in the living room, legal books in my husband’s home office, and piles of 

children’s books for when my grandchildren visit. However, the side table next to my bed is piled with 

books about the Holocaust. Framed maps of shtetls line my office walls and pictures of relatives killed 

in the Holocaust are displayed on our family gallery walls.

Sometimes I feel like I exist across two polarized realities, experiencing great fulfillment from family, 

friends, and a meaningful career, and, at the same time, finding the joy of my life tempered by its 

shadows. In the darker corners of my mind live ghosts and demons who visit me from the shtetls in 

Ukraine where my family came from. Some of the details that make these visions so vivid are imagined 

because I grew up in a family where memories were too terrible to speak of.

This is the true story of four generations who have been dealing with the Holocaust and its aftermath. 

We are four generations, survivors and survivors of survivors, storytellers and memory keepers. And 

we’re still here.

The Well Gardened 

Mind

Sue Stuart-Smith

9780008100711

April 16, 2020

Hardback

The Self, Ego, Identity, 

Personality

£20.00

‘The wisest book I’ve read for many years … Much more than a gardening book, much more than a 

guide to mental health … Hugely recommended’ Stephen Fry

How can getting outdoors help us to look after our mental health?

In a powerful combination of contemporary neuroscience, psychoanalysis and brilliant storytelling, The 

Well Gardened Mind investigates the magic that many gardeners have known for years – working with 

nature can radically transform our health, wellbeing and confidence.

Prisoners given the chance to grow plants are less likely to reoffend.

At-risk young people who get their hands in the soil are more likely to stay in education.

Elderly people who garden live longer and have a better quality of life.

Sue Stuart-Smith tells brilliant, illuminating stories of people struggling with stress, depression, trauma 

and addiction, from asylum seekers to veterans, inner-city young people to the retired.

This is a glorious book of science, insight and anecdote that shows how our understanding of nature 

and its restorative powers is only just beginning to flower.

NetGalley 
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The Bystander Effect

Catherine Sanderson

9780008361624

April 16, 2020

Hardback

Social, Group Or Collective 

Psychology

£20.00

‘Fantastic … It explains the misperception of stacked odds and personal powerlessness that stops 

individuals challenging bad behaviour. Stunning. Humbling. Thought-provoking’ - Kathryn Mannix, 

author of With the End in Mind

In the face of discrimination, bad behaviour, evil and abuse, why do good people so often do nothing?

Every day, we see examples of bad or immoral behaviour – from sexual harassment to political 

corruption, from negligence to bullying.

Why did no one stop the abduction of Jamie Bulger, despite many witnesses reporting they felt uneasy 

seeing the two-year-old's distress? How did the USA gymnastics team doctor, Larry Nassar, abuse 

hundreds of young women under his care for so long? Why didn't anyone intervene when David Dao, 

an innocent sixty-nine-year-old man, was forcibly removed from his seat on a United Airlines aeroplane 

and dragged down the aisle by security officers? How did large crowds of men get away with sexually 

assaulting an estimated 1,200 women in Cologne during the 2015 New Year's Eve celebrations?

In The Bystander Effect, pioneering psychologist Catherine Sanderson uses real-life examples, 

neuroscience and the latest psychological studies to explain why we might be good at recognising bad 

behaviour but bad at taking action against it. With practical strategies to transform your thinking, she 

shows how we can all learn to speak out, intervene, think outside the group mentality and ultimately 

become braver versions of ourselves.

Courage is not a virtue we're born with. A bystander can learn to be brave.

NetGalley 
Proofs 

Available



The Rescue of Bunny 

Wunny

Emma Chichester Clark

9780008180287

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Picture Books

£6.99

A wickedly funny modern cautionary tale from Emma Chichester Clark, the highly regarded, award-

winning creator of Blue Kangaroo.

Introducing high-spirited Imelda and her long-suffering toy rabbit, Bunny Wunny!

Imelda always gets what she wants, so when Bunny Wunny goes missing her parents let her have a 

real rabbit – with extremely surprising consequences!

Wickedly irreverent, this stylish and contemporary take ont he cautionary tale is perfect for fans of 

Eloise and Madeline. Emma is one of today’s foremost artists and has created a book to entice every 

reader.

Pages & Co. (2) –

Pages & Co.: Tilly and 

the Lost Fairy Tales

Anna James

9780008229917

April 02, 2020

B-format paperback

Fantasy & Magical Realism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£6.99

A magical adventure to delight the imagination. The curl-up-on-the-sofa snuggle of a series from a 

uniquely talented author.

Tilly Pages is a bookwanderer; she can travel inside books, and even talk to the characters she meets 

there. But Tilly’s powers are put to the test when fairytales start leaking book magic and causing havoc . 

. . 

On a wintery visit to Paris, Tilly and her best friend Oskar bravely bookwander into the land of fairytales 

to find that characters are getting lost, stories are all mixed-up, and mysterious plot holes are opening 

without warning. Can Tilly work out who, or what, is behind the chaos so everyone gets their happily-

ever-after?

The second enthralling tale in the bestselling PAGES & CO series.



Storm

Nicola Skinner

9780008295325

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Fantasy & Magical Realism 

(Children's / Teenage)

£12.99

The extraordinarily moving, funny and original new novel from the author of the rapturously acclaimed 

BLOOM.

“You were born raging, Frances Frida Ripley. That’s what happens when you’re born in a storm.”

Frances’s parents were not prepared for her birth: they had a blanket and an easel and some paint, but 

not anything useful, like a car or a phone. So it’s no wonder Frankie has always had a temper. She was 

born on a BEACH, in a STORM.

What Frances was not prepared for was dying in a freak natural disaster that wiped out her whole town.

Waking up 100 years later, Frances finds a whole load of new things to be angry about. And that’s 

before the visitors start turning up, treating her home like it’s a tourist attraction. Which it is.

Only there are worse people out there than tourists… and they’re coming for Frankie.

Frankie is about to discover that there are things more important than herself – and that anger has its 

uses. Because when you have a storm inside you – sometimes the only thing to do is let it out…

Starfell (2) – Starfell: 

Willow Moss and the 

Forgotten Tale

Dominique Valente, Sarah 

Warburton

9780008308438

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Fantasy & Magical Realism

£12.99

The anticipated second book in 2019’s breakout magical fantasy series, Starfell, starring misfit witch 

Willow Moss. Perfect for readers of 8+ and beautifully illustrated throughout by Sarah Warburton.

Willow Moss, the youngest and least powerful sister in a family of witches, recently saved the world. 

The problem is, nobody can remember it – and, to make matters worse, her magical ability seems 

broken. Instead of finding lost things, objects keep disappearing against her will … which is especially 

troubling now that her friend Sometimes needs her help!

Sometimes has discovered how to see ten minutes into the future. Unfortunately that’s only enough 

time to find out that his kidnappers are on their way! His only hope is to write an urgent letter to Willow, 

asking if she wouldn’t mind trying to find him.

As Willow and her friends piece together what has happened to Sometimes, their adventure takes them 

from an enchanted tower to the magical forest of Wisperia and into dangerous new realms… Can 

Willow save Sometimes when her own powers are out of control?
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Slime

David Walliams, Tony Ross

9780008342586

April 02, 2020

Hardback

Humorous Stories 

(Children's / Teenage)

£12.99

The new children’s book from No. 1 bestselling author David Walliams – a fantastically funny tale 

illustrated by artistic genius, Tony Ross.

WELCOME TO THE ISLE OF MULCH…

This little island is home to a large number of horrible grown-ups. The school, the local park, the toy 

shop and even the island’s ice-cream van are all run by awful adults who like nothing more than making 

children miserable. And the island is owned by the most awful one of all – Aunt Greta Greed!

Something needs to be done about them.

But who could be brave enough?

Meet Ned – an extraordinary boy with a special power. SLIMEPOWER!

Paddington TV – The 

Adventures of 

Paddington: The 

Wrong List

9780008367947

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Picture Books

£6.99

A fantastic picture book based on the CG-animated TV series – The Adventures of Paddington.

Paddington is a polite little bear from Darkest Peru who lives with a family called the Browns at 32 

Windsor Gardens. He is kind, curious and rather accident-prone.

When Paddington learns all the Browns have a list of jobs to do around the house, he can’t wait to have 

his own. But chaos follows when he takes the wrong list!

Taking a lead from Michael Bond’s original books, and the spirit of the hugely successful Paddington 

movies, each new Paddington story is packed with vibrancy, humour and charm.



Paddington TV – The 

Adventures of 

Paddington: My First 

Sticker Book

9780008367978

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Interactive & Activity Books 

& Packs

£5.99

A fantastic sticker activity book, aimed at two to four-year-olds, based on the hilarious new animated TV 

series The Adventures of Paddington.

Packed with over 140 big stickers for small hands, fun puzzles, colouring pages, and sticker scenes 

based on Paddington’s charming adventures at 32 Windsor Gardens, this is a must-have book for kids 

who love the little bear from Peru.

Love Monster

Rachel Bright

9780007445462

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Picture Books: Character 

Books

£6.99

Featuring the only Monster in Cutesville, LOVE MONSTER is a wonderfully warm and witty look at how 

sometimes, when you least expect it, love finds you… From a phenomenal picture book talent.

It can be tough being the only funny-looking Monster in Cutesville, but this Monster is not one to hang 

around and feel sorry for himself, so he’s off – out into the big wide world to look for someone to love 

him.

He looks high, he looks low and he looks everywhere in-between, but it’s only when he’s just about to 

give up that he finally finds what he is looking for…

Featuring an instantly charming main character who will appeal to children and adults alike, LOVE 

MONSTER is a warm and witty tale about the power of taking action.



Dr. Seuss – Oh, The 

Places You'll Go!

Dr. Seuss

9780007413577

April 30, 2020

Paperback / softback

Early Learning: Rhyming & 

Wordplay Books

£6.99

Celebrate life’s ups and downs in this gorgeous paperback edition of the bestselling Dr. Seuss classic!

Congratulations!

Today is your day.

You’re off to Great Places!

You’re off and away!

For more than thirty years, this Dr. Seuss classic has carried us through life’s ups and downs – from fun 

times and triumphs, to lurches and slumps!

Take an entertaining look at the adventures life has in store for all of us in this very special paperback 

edition of the beloved classic.

The perfect gift for every moment in life, from graduations, weddings and birthdays, to those when you 

just need a little lift.



Collins First French 

Dictionary

Collins Dictionaries, Maria 

Herbert-Liew

9780008312718

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Dictionaries

£6.99

An ideal first French dictionary for kids aged 5+ and above, designed to introduce French vocabulary to 

children in a fun, easy and memorable way.

Fully updated for 2020, this beautifully illustrated dictionary introduces children to their first 500 French 

words with example sentences to help children remember words and translations from English to 

French.

Listed in English-to-French alphabetical order and with themed pages, the Collins First French 

Dictionary provides curriculum-matched support for young learners of French. Ideal for children starting 

school.

Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp

Collins First Spanish 

Dictionary

Collins Dictionaries, Maria 

Herbert-Liew

9780008312725

April 02, 2020

Paperback / softback

Dictionaries

£6.99

An ideal first Spanish dictionary for kids aged 5+ and above, designed to introduce Spanish vocabulary 

to children in a fun, easy and memorable way.

Fully updated for 2020, this beautifully illustrated dictionary introduces children to their first 500 Spanish 

words with example sentences to help children remember words and translations from English to 

Spanish.

Listed in English-to-Spanish alphabetical order and with themed pages, the Collins First Spanish 

Dictionary provides curriculum-matched support for young learners of Spanish. Ideal for children 

starting school.

Audio files for each headword and phrase can be found at collins.co.uk/homeworkhelp



May



The Motion of the Body 

Through Space

Lionel Shriver

9780007560783

May 07, 2020

Hardback

Modern & Contemporary 

Fiction (post C 1945)

£16.99

From the Orange Prize-winning author of We Need to Talk About Kevin

Allergic to group activities of any kind, all her life Serenata has run, swum, and cycled – on her 

lonesome. But now that she’s hit 60, all that physical activity has destroyed her knees. As she 

contemplates surgery with dread, her previously sedentary husband Remington, recently and 

ignominiously redundant, chooses this precise moment to discover exercise.

Which should be good for his health, right? Yet as he joins the cult of fitness that seems increasingly to 

consume the whole of the Western world, her once-modest husband burgeons into an unbearable 

narcissist. Ignoring all his other obligations in the service of extreme sport, he engages a saucy, 

taunting personal trainer named Bambi, who treats his wife with contempt. When Remington 

announces his intention to compete in a legendarily gruelling triathlon, MettleMan, Serenata is sure he's 

going to end up injured or dead – but the stubbornness of an ageing man in Lycra is not to be 

underestimated.

The story of an obsession, of a marriage, of a betrayal: The Motion of the Body Through Space is 

Lionel Shriver at her hilarious, sharp-eyed, audacious best.

Colter Shaw Thriller (2) 

– The Goodbye Man

Jeffery Deaver

9780008303785

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£16.99

The gripping new thriller from the No.1 Sunday Times bestseller Jeffery Deaver

Say goodbye to your problems

In pursuit of two armed fugitives in the wilderness of Washington State, unique investigator Colter Shaw 

witnesses a shocking suicide. This leads him to the Foundation – a cult that promises to transform 

people’s lives. But is there more to it than meets the eye?

Say goodbye to your freedom

Shaw goes undercover to expose the Foundation’s real purpose. Before long he meets the charismatic 

leader Master Eli, a man who commands terrifying loyalty from his followers.

Say goodbye to your life

Something truly dark is going on beneath the surface of the idyllic community. And as Shaw peels back 

the layers of truth, he begins to see there is only one way to escape the Foundation … and the price for 

that freedom might well be your very life.

“[An] outstanding sequel to 2019’s The Never Game…Deaver balances suspense and plausibility 

perfectly…This is a perfect jumping-on point for readers new to one of today’s top contemporary 

thrillers writers.” – Publishers Weekly!
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Just My Luck

Adele Parks

9780008386139

May 14, 2020

Hardback

Thriller / Suspense

£12.99

‘Adele Parks never takes her foot off the gas, every book is tighter, faster, better than the last. Just My 

Luck is a gripping story of greed, lies and dark family secrets. I read it in a two-day frenzy’ Lisa Jewell

It’s the stuff dreams are made of – a lottery win so big, it changes everything.

For fifteen years, Lexi and Jake have played the same six numbers with their friends, the Pearsons and 

the Heathcotes. Over dinner parties, fish & chip suppers and summer barbecues, they’ve discussed the 

important stuff – the kids, marriages, jobs and houses – and they’ve laughed off their disappointment 

when they failed to win anything more than a tenner.

But then, one Saturday night, the unthinkable happens. There’s a rift in the group. Someone doesn’t tell 

the truth. And soon after, six numbers come up which change everything forever.

Lexi and Jake have a ticket worth £18 million. And their friends are determined to claim a share of it.

Sunday Times Number One bestseller Adele Parks returns with a riveting look at the dark side of 

wealth in this gripping take on friendship, money and betrayal, and good luck gone bad…

Ten Times Happier

Owen O’Kane

9780008378233

May 14, 2020

Trade paperback (UK)

Mind, Body, Spirit: 

Meditation & Visualisation

£12.99

Want to get happier? Not just a little but A LOT happier?

Now you can with TEN TIMES HAPPIER by Owen O’Kane, psychotherapist, former NHS Clinical Lead 

and Sunday Times bestselling author of TEN TO ZEN.

Modern life is a minefield for stress. Whether it’s juggling work, relationships or money, we often get 

stuck mindlessly obsessing about all the wrong things, not knowing what to let go of.

In TEN TIMES HAPPIER, Owen O’Kane reveals how to choose new, healthier perspectives and ditch 

harmful patterns in the 10 key areas we all overthink about or manage poorly, including:

• the past

• our minds

• other people

• worry

• our behaviours

• the future

Using the latest evidence-based tools and techniques from across a range of therapies including CBT, 

mindfulness and interpersonal therapy, Owen provides empowering solutions to managing what keeps 

you stuck so you can move forward.

Want a down-to-earth guide from a professional on HOW you can become happier, minus the fairy 

dust?
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Set My Heart to Five

Simon Stephenson

9780008354206

May 28, 2020

Hardback

Science Fiction

£14.99

’A beautiful, funny, heartfelt analysis of what it means to be human’ Simon Pegg

A story of loneliness, love and loose connections, Set My Heart to Five is a hilarious, touching, 

dazzlingly perceptive debut novel, and a profound exploration of what it truly means to be human.

10/10 Jared does not have friends.

Because friends are a function of feelings.

Therefore friends are just one more human obligation that Jared never has to worry about.

But Jared is worrying. Which is worrying. He’s also started watching old films. And inexplicably crying in 

them. And even his Feelings Wheel (given to him by Dr Glundenstein, who definitely is not a friend) 

cannot guide him through the emotional minefield he now finds himself in.

Soon his feelings will send him fleeing across the country, pursued by a man who wants to destroy him 

and driven by an illogical desire to share pathogens with the woman who bamboozles him the most.

And Jared cannot!

Because feelings will ruin your life, especially if you aren’t supposed to have them…

Manon Bradshaw (3) –

Remain Silent

Susie Steiner

9780008273798

May 28, 2020

Hardback

Crime & Mystery

£14.99

AN UNMISSABLE NEW NOVEL FROM THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER

‘A brilliantly gripping tale’ LUCY FOLEY

‘I can't imagine reading a better crime novel this year’ RENEE KNIGHT

‘No one writes crime fiction like Susie Steiner’ ERIN KELLY

‘Completely gripping, this book is a joy’ JANE CASEY

The dead cannot speak. But they still have a story to tell.

The body of a young man is found hanging from a tree in Cambridgeshire, a note attached saying ‘The 

dead cannot speak’. It’s impossible to say whether it was murder or suicide – was he silenced, or 

driven to end his own life? And either way, who is responsible?

DI Manon Bradshaw is assigned to investigate, but with anti-immigrant sentiment in the area reaching 

boiling point it becomes increasingly difficult for her to untangle what happened to Lukas Balsys. Are 

other migrant workers in danger, and will solving the puzzle of Lukas’ death help to save them?

By turns warm and witty, gripping and terrifying, heartbreaking and uplifting, Susie Steiner’s fourth book 

is both a literary masterpiece and one of the finest crime novels of recent years.
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Dr. Seuss — OH, THE 

PLACES YOU'LL GO! 

DELUXE GIFT 

EDITION

Dr. Seuss, Illustrated by 

Dr. Seuss

9780008122119

May 14, 2020

HB + SC

Dr Seuss

£16.99

Celebrate life’s ups and downs in this exquisite slipcase and hardback edition of the bestselling Dr. 

Seuss classic!

Congratulations!

Today is your day.

You’re off to Great Places!

You’re off and away!

For more than thirty years, this Dr. Seuss classic has carried us through life’s ups and downs –

from fun times and triumphs, to lurches and slumps!

Take an entertaining look at the adventures life has in store for all of us in this very special slipcase 

and hardback edition of the beloved classic.

The perfect gift for every moment in life, from graduations, weddings and birthdays, to those when 

you just need a little lift.

OH, THE PLACES 

YOU’LL GO! MINI 

EDITION
Dr. Seuss

9780008394127

May 14, 2020

Paperback

Dr Seuss

£7.99

Celebrate life’s ups and downs in this perfectly pocket-sized edition of the bestselling Dr. Seuss 

classic, just right for gifting.

Congratulations!

Today is your day.

You’re off to Great Places!

You’re off and away!

For more than thirty years, this Dr. Seuss classic has carried us through life’s ups and downs –

from fun times and triumphs, to lurches and slumps!

Take an entertaining look at the adventures life has in store for all of us in this very special mini 

edition of the beloved classic.

The perfect gift for every moment in life, from graduations, weddings and birthdays, to those when 

you just need a little lift.



Little Inventors Go 

Green!

Dominic Wilcox, Katherine 

Mengardon

9780008382896

May 28, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

Sustainability

£9.99

Get inventing for a greener planet! This book is full of ideas to help you come up with new inventions to 

make our world better.

Can you think of an invention that would help protect animals? A new way to create energy? How to 

cool the earth down? No problem is too big or too small to invent for!

Find out about banana-eating T-rex, canvas-spinning spiders, astounding trees and many more cool 

facts about nature. Draw your own inventions inspired by children just like you. You never know, you 

could also become a Little Inventor and have your invention made real.

You can find more fantastical inventions in The Little Inventors Handbook (ISBN 9780008306151) –

based on the project which takes children’s invention ideas and makes them real.



Reference: Maps



Big London A-Z Street 

Atlas

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388003

March 05, 2020

World Atlases / World Maps

£12.99

Large scale A-Z street mapping of London. This A4 street atlas offers the perfect combination of 

coverage and clarity, the area covered ranges from Heathrow Airport all the way to Chingford at a scale 

of 4.25 inches to 1 mile, while a detailed map of Central London is at a larger scale of 8.5 inches to 1 

mile.

The mapping features transport connections, places of interest, public buildings, postcode districts, 

one-way streets, Congestion and Low Emission Zones

This comprehensive street atlas of London also includes:

• An overview map of the Congestion Charging Zone

• West End Theatre and Cinema maps

• The London Rail & Tube Services Map

• London Underground map

A comprehensive index lists streets, selected flats, walkways and places of interest, place, area and 

junction names. Additional healthcare (hospitals, walk-in centres and hospices) and transport (National 

Rail, London Tramlink, Docklands Light Railway, London Underground and Overground stations, and 

River Bus pier) are indexed as well.

Leeds A-Z Pocket 

Street Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388089

March 05, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£2.99

This up-to-date detailed A-Z street map includes 4,555 streets in and around Leeds. As well as the 

University of Leeds, the other areas covered are Hyde Park, Holbeck, Leeds Dock and Little London.

The large scale street map includes the following:

• Places of interest

• Postcode districts, one-way streets and car parks

• Index to streets, places of interest, place and area names, park and ride sites, national rail stations, 

hospitals and hospices

The perfect reference map for finding your way around Leeds.



Chichester A-Z Pocket 

Street Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388119

March 05, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£2.99

This up-to-date detailed A-Z street map indexes 780 streets in and around Chichester. As well as the 

harbour, the other areas covered are Fishbourne, Stockbridge, Whyke and Portfield.

The large scale street map includes the following:

• Places of interest

• Postcode districts, one-way streets and car parks

• Index to streets, places of interest, place and area names, park and ride sites, national rail stations, 

hospitals and hospices

The perfect reference map for finding your way around Chichester.

York A-Z Pocket Street 

Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008391096

March 05, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

Place Names & Gazetteers

£2.99

This up-to-date detailed A–Z street map includes all of the 1,500 streets in and around York. As well as 

the city centre the other areas covered are Woodthorpe, Dringhouses, Nunthorpe, Holgate, South 

Bank, The Rise, Bootham, Badger Hill, Tang Hall and Heworth.

The large scale 1 mile to 4.5 inch street map includes the following;

• Places of interest

• Postcode districts, one-way streets and car parks

• Index to streets, places of interest, place and area names, park and ride sites, national rail stations, 

hospitals and hospices

The perfect reference map for finding your way around York.



Lake District A-Z 

Visitors’ Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388126

March 19, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£5.99

Explore the whole region and area extending from Cockermouth and Penrith in the north to Ulverston 

and Grange-over-Sands in the south and from the M6 in the east to the coast in the west. This detailed 

and up-to-date map contains more than 700 places of interest and an index to 3,000 towns and 

villages.

Published at a clear 1 mile to 1 inch scale, a handy road map of the Lake District includes primary route 

destinations and selected caravan and camping sites. Plus, there is detailed informative text for visitor 

attractions and places of interest.

Town centre street maps Ambleside, Cockermouth, Coniston, Grange-over-Sands, Grasmere, 

Hawkshead, Kendal, Keswick, Penrith, Ulverston, Windermere and Bowness-on-Windermere.

Each town centre map includes descriptive text and useful information about its visitor attractions and 

places of interest.

There are separate indexes for each town plan and a road map index listing towns, villages, hamlets 

and locations. The 'Index to Places of Interest' lists tourist sites by feature type.

The perfect map for exploring the English Lakes whether you are a local or a tourist.

Cornwall A-Z Visitors’ 

Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388133

March 19, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£5.99

Explore the whole county and area extending into Devon as far as Great Torrington, Tavistock and 

Plymouth. This detailed and up-to-date map contains more than 1,000 places of interest and an index 

to 3,000 towns and villages.

Published at a clear 2.5 miles to 1 inch scale (1.6 kms to 1 cm), a handy road map includes primary 

route destinations, selected caravan and camping sites, visitor attractions and places of interest.

Town centre street maps of Bodmin, Bude, Falmouth, Fowey, Launceston, Liskeard, Looe, Newquay, 

Padstow, Penzance,Plymouth, St. Ives and Truro are also included, plus detailed informative text for 

Bodmin Moor, Land’s End and Isles of Scilly.

The perfect map for exploring Cornwall whether you are a local or a tourist.



Wales A-Z Visitors’ 

Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388140

March 19, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£5.99

Explore the whole country from Cardiff and Pembrokeshire to Isle of Anglesey and Conwy, extending 

as far north as Liverpool. This detailed and up-to-date map contains 700 places of interest and an index 

to 4,000 towns and villages.

Published at a clear 3.5 miles to 1 inch scale (2.2 kms to 1 cm), a handy road map includes primary 

route destinations, visitor attractions, ferry terminals and places of interest.

Plus, there is detailed informative text for Cardiff, Swansea and the Gower Peninsula, the 

Pembrokeshire Coast, Snowdonia, the North Wales Coast and Caernarfon.

The perfect map for exploring Wales whether you are a local or a tourist.

East Anglia A-Z 

Visitors’ Map

Geographers’ A-Z Map Co 

Ltd

9780008388157

March 19, 2020

Trade paperback (US)

World Atlases / World Maps

£5.99

Explore the whole region of East Anglia extending from London to the North Sea coast. Ideal for touring 

around Norfolk and The Broads and also covers Cambridgeshire, Bedford, Peterborough and 

Leicestershire. This detailed and up-to-date map contains 780 places of interest and an index to 4,200 

towns and villages.

Published at a clear 3 miles to 1 inch scale (2 kms to 1 cm), a handy road map includes primary route 

destinations, visitor attractions and places of interest.

Plus, there is detailed informative text for Cambridge, Norwich and Norfolk Broads.

The perfect map for exploring East Anglia whether you are a local or a tourist.


